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ABSTRACT 
 
Islamophobia has been pack and parcel in the Western civilisation from 
the days of Charlemagne via the Crusades and the rise of Orientalism, 
as opposed to Occidentalism, to the modern day reporting of Islamic 
terrorist threat. Many were fascinated by the degree of civilisation and 
the exoticism of the Ottomans, especially the sexual virtues (or lack 
thereof) were of particular interest of the travellers into the Ottoman 
Empire. This image quickly came to change by the mid 19th century 
when clashes between the British Empire and the Ottomans were 
increasingly common, especially in India who were part of the British 
Empire with a large Muslim population whose loyalties were with the 
Sultan of Istanbul.  
 
We have used a theoretical framework with the foundation in Edward 
Saïd’s orientalism as well as modern Islamic frame theory as published 
by Deepar Kumar, Ruth Wodak and J.R. Martins.  
 
The broader aim of this thesis is, through the use of both theories used 
by media studies scholars as well as traditional historians to explore 
how the Swedish people viewed Muslims through the eyes of the rural 
press in the 19th century. In particular, which frames were used 
depicting the Ottomans and did the coverage of the Ottoman Empire 
change during the 19th century?  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
- You bloody Turk! A familiar insult delivered on a school ground 

in Sweden during the 1980’s to everyone who was there. Racial 

slurs and xenophobia were common and the neo-Nazi skinhead 

culture thrived. The skinheads were later replaced by well-spoken 

young men in suits and were duly voted into parliament in the 

2010 elections. On the 14th of November 2012 the readers of 

Expressen, a popular Swedish newspaper, faced the story of three 

top members of the Swedish Democratic Party, a far right-wing 

populist party, making racist and sexist comments after a late 

night out. This event stirred an enormous response in both social 

and traditional media and two of the above mentioned members 

were removed from their positions. The Swedish everyday racism 

suddenly got some familiar faces.   

 

Prior to this event, Muslims were on the receiving end of what at 

the time felt like a new discourse, a more negative frame appeared 

after the attacks on September 11, 2001. We will in this paper 

show that the discourse that somehow felt new wasn’t new at all. 

It had just changed for the worse. We will not delve into the 

number of news items produced between 2001 and 2012, since 

this has already being explored, described and explained in a 

number of books and articles.  

 

These kinds of comments don’t just appear out of the blue. They 

form a part of an everyday discourse that has been pack and 

parcel of the Swedish society for a very long time. Like heavy 

metals in fish, racist and orientalist discourses are concentrate in 
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society’s collective minds, making them less obtrusive for each 

generation. That could, in part, explain why children and youth, 

who probably had never met a Turkish person (or any other 

immigrant for that matter) could so carelessly hurl that kind of 

racist insults to each other. One explanation could of course be 

that these childrens’ grandparents’ parents were the readers of the 

19th century press.   

 

The Ottoman Empire, or Turkey (Swe. Turkiet) as it was referred 

as in Swedish press, lodged between the West and the Far East 

powerhouses of China and Japan has been regarded as a 

neighbour that could not be fully trusted, a neighbour who would 

likely sneak in and steal your morning paper if not watched 

carefully. In many ways, the Ottoman Empire was the same as the 

Muslim world in the 19th century. The meaning of the word 

Ottoman, Turk and Muslim can therefore the interchanged and all 

terms will be used in this thesis purely on the basis of stylistic 

purposes. The westerns view of the Muslim world also changed 

during the centuries, from a powerful, yet equal, foe during the 

crusades, to something exotic and worthy of study by the 

Orientalist to the alien image that dominated the 19th century 

where the Muslim was regarded as something completely 

different, a Homo Islamicus. In particular, the Orientalist view of 

the Muslim world is of special interest for both this paper and to 

the study of anti-Muslim news frames in general. In the 

Orientalist view, Muslims are a race of their own, rather than 

groups of people sharing the same religion. If the same lines of 

thought were to applied on Christians, we would have discourse 
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on Christians as a race, thus including Catholics, Lutherans, 

Baptist and Monophysites from every corner of the world into one 

single homogenous grouping. Doesn’t sound all that good?  
 
 
Research questions 
 
The scope of this article is to explore the different images the 

Swedish rural press used to represent Muslims in general and the 

Ottoman Empire in particular. It does not aim to give a full 

account of every news item published between 1800 and 1899, 

nor can it fully explain all the causes for islamophobia and 

orientalism present in the newspaper content. What it can do is to 

give a first insight in how Muslims and the Ottoman Empire were 

represented and it is a first step to deconstruct the public discourse 

of islamophobia in Sweden.  

 

The broader aim of this cross-disciplinary article is, through the 

use of both theories used by media studies scholars as well as 

traditional historians to explore how the Swedish people viewed 

Muslims through the eyes of the rural press in the 19th century.  

 

• Which frames were used depicting the Ottomans? 

• Did the coverage of the Ottoman Empire change during 

the 19th century?  
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Limitations 
 
Due to the extensive source material, we have limited our study to 

only look at the discursive practises in the Swedish rural press 

during the 19th century. We have therefore not included national 

press, not have delved into more political explanations regarding 

Sweden’s relations with the Ottoman Empire. Theoretically, we 

have limited the study to only include history of mentality, rather 

than political history, even though the political perspective is of 

importance and will be somewhat present in this thesis.  
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BACKGROUND 
 
The purpose for this chapter is to give a historical background to 
the European and Swedish relations to the Ottoman Empire, 
which was considered at the time an important player in the 19th 
century political world. 
 
European relations 
 
Since the fall of Constantinople in 1453 the Ottoman Empire was 

a military force to be reckoned with in Europe, Northern Africa 

and the Middle East. The Turk was feared across Europe and 

church bells rang at 9 in the evening on Fridays as a reminder of 

the Ottomans painful victories in battles against the Christians.1 

The Ottomans suffered a massive loss at the battle of Lepanto, in 

1571, against a union consisting of ships from countries of the 

Holy League. Despite this defeat the Ottomans amassed a new 

fleet rather quick but their main military presence was as a 

territorial army.2 

 

In 1682 the Ottomans, under the rule of Sultan Mehmet IV, 

decided to once for all defeat the Habsburgs and the Ottomans 

marched towards Vienna. War was declared in August and a 

massive army was dispatched the following year, under Grand 

Vizier Kara Mustafa Pasha, with Austria and Vienna in its sights. 

Vienna was besieged in 1683, from spring to early September, 

and a desperate plea for help was sent to surrounding states. 
                                                        
 
1 Karlsson, Ingmar, Europa och turken: betraktelser kring en komplicerad 
relation, Wahlström & Widstrand,   Stockholm, 2007, p.16. 
2 Hess, Andrew C., ”The Battle of Lepanto and Its Place in Mediterranean 
History ”, Past & Present No.57, (1972): pp 53-57. URL: 
http://www.jstor.org/table/650416. Acquired 2012-11-21. 
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Germany and Poland answered the call and sent an army to 

Vienna’s rescue. September 12th the united army from Poland and 

Germany, commanded by king John III Sobieski, faced the 

Ottoman army in the fields outside Vienna. The ensuing battle 

resulted in a defeat for the Ottoman army, scattering their troops, 

and a massive blow to the Ottoman Empire.3 Grand Vizier 

Mustafa Pasha was sentenced to death by strangulation due to his 

failure in command. In the following war, the Ottomans continued 

to lose ground and the empire was forced to surrender 

Transylvania and Hungary to Austria, in the peace at Karlowitz in 

1699.4 

 

The Ottoman Empire started to fall from within as Mehmet Ali 

Pasha gained control of Ottoman Egypt after a three-way struggle 

involving Ottoman forces, Mamluks and Napoleon’s French 

forces.5 After Egypt’s autonomy in 1805, Mehmet Ali Pasha 

organized a stronger, more powerful and richer Egypt than the 

other economical nexus, Istanbul, in the Ottoman Empire. Power 

shifted and balance was disrupted.6  

 

From 1830 and onward outside pressure amassed against Ottoman 

domestic politics and voices for reformation was heard from 

                                                        
 
3 Finkel, Caroline, Osman’s dream: The story of the Ottoman Empire 1300-
1923, John Murray, London, 2005, pp. 283-288. 
4 Ibid., p. 319. 
5 Finkel, p. 399. 
6 Björnsson, Anders, Osmanernas rike: ett försummat europeiskt arv, 1. uppl., 
SNS förlag, Stockholm, 2004, p. 59. 
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various countries across Europe, mainly Great Britain and 

France.7  

Both outside pressure and domestic problems weakened the 

Ottoman Empire and from this Nicholas I formed the phrase 

describing the Ottoman Empire as “the Sick man of Europe”. 

Russia, Great Britain and France eagerly awaited the 

dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire.8 
 
Swedish relations 
 
In 1709 the Swedish army, under king Charles XII, was at the 

losing end against the Russian forces at the battle of Poltava. 

Charles XII and a small contingent fled to the Ottoman Empire 

and sought refuge under sultan Ahmed III. As a first task Charles 

XII sought to create a new court because it was considered of 

utmost importance to have a surrounding entourage.9 The Swedish 

king and his court mainly resided in Bender during their stay in 

Turkey. The cost for the Swedish court and the King was 

somewhat steep and this was a concern for Ahmed III. Charles 

XII also tried to influence the Ottoman Empire to wage war 

against the Russians, which became reality in the Russian-Turkish 

war 1710-1711, and he became a prominent figure in Turkey. Due 

to the expensive habits of the Swedish king and the cost in 

maintaining the court, Charles XII was asked to leave and head 

                                                        
 
7 Wheatcroft, Andrew, The Ottomans: dissolving images, Penguin, London, 
1995[1993], pp. 181-186. 
8 Ibid, p.205. 
9 Persson, Fabian, Servants of fortune: the Swedish court between 1598 and 
1721, Diss. Lund : Univ.,Lund, 1999, p.1. 
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for his homeland.10 This is of importance since some of the 

articles in the Swedish rural press wrote that the Swedish State 

had to pay tribute, to the Ottoman Empire, due to the costs 

regarding Charles XII time in Turkey. In popular folklore, during 

the 19th century, rumors were spread that the Freemasons had a 

part of the deal in such way that they were tasked with collecting 

children in Sweden, butchering, salting and shipping them of to 

the Ottomans.11 Truth be told Sweden did owe a vast amount of 

money to the Sultan and local moneylenders. Even though the 

Swedish State did not pay in salted human flesh the amount of 

money was as high as three million silver thalers.12  

 

Since 1683 and the Ottomans defeat at the gates of Vienna 

exoticism and Turkism flourished in Europe. The interest in 

Istanbul and Ottoman culture was also reflected at the court of 

Charles XII during his five years in Bender. The King dispatched 

military chaplain Michaël Eneman to Istanbul with orders to study 

culture and language. Enemans extensive work remained 

unpublished until 1889 but when it was released it painted a 

particularly grim picture concerning Arabs.13 Eneman wrote, 

quoted in Said, that: 

 

                                                        
 
10 Finkel, p.336; Behre, Göran, Larsson, Lars-Olof & Österberg, Eva, Sveriges 
historia 1521-1809: stormaktsdröm och småstatsrealitet, 2., [rev.] uppl., Liber, 
Stockholm, 2001, p. 184. 
11 Karlsson, 2007, p.23. 
12 Note: Thaler was a European currency. Finkel, p.336. 
13 Said, Edward W., Orientalism, [Ny utg.], Ordfront, Stockholm, 2000, p.12. 
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The Arabs show bad behavior, are lazy and thieving. 

They are vermin and their wandering and pillaging has 

destroyed the nations peace.14 

 

Eneman was probably referring to Beduins but the picture stuck 

with different ethnic groups from the Middle East and these 

discursive patterns continued to reproduce.15 These frames 

therefore also included all the citizens of the Ottoman Empire.  

 

Sweden had continuous trade relations, during the entire 18th 

century, with Algeria, Tunis and Tripoli.16 These states were 

under Ottoman control and Sweden paid extensive tribute in order 

to avoid piracy and kidnapping.17 

 

On a side note: Frits Bolkenstern, Dutch commissioner for the 

European Union stated in 2004 that if Turkey was to be allowed 

membership in the European Union, the battle at the gates of 

Vienna 1683 would have been in vain.18   

 

                                                        
 
14 Said, p.12. (Our translation) 
15 Ibid, p.12. 
16 Ibid, p.13. 
17 Barbareskstaterna. http://runeberg.org/nfbb/0483.html, Nordisk familjebok, 
Acquired 2012-11-09.  
18 Karlsson, Ingemar, ”Turkarna kommer! Turkarna kommer!”, Aftonbladet, 
Kultur. URL: http://www.aftonbladet.se/kultur/article10687700.ab. Acquired: 
2012-11-21 
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
 
The purpose for our theoretical framework for this article is 

analyse how islamophobic and xenophobic discourses were 

practised in the 19th century Swedish press and how Orientalistic 

views came to dominate the way publishers wrote about Turks 

and the Ottoman Empire. In this chapter we offer an outline of 

that theoretical framework. 

 
Orientalism and islamophobia 
 
A comprehensive account of the rise of Europe’s Orientalism is 

given in Kumar’s Islamophobia and the Politics of the Empire19, 

which showed the ambivalent image of the Ottomans in Europe. 

In many ways Orientalism was the opposite of the medieval 

image of the Ottoman as a savage, only interested in killing and 

pillaging. However, the exotic frame that was in use during the 

18th soon gave way to a new discourse in the 19th century, 

particular concerning the struggles in Greece and Balkan and the 

massacres (or what was at the time portrayed as massacres) on 

Christians who lived there20. This frame was also in wide use, 

mainly in countries that bordered to the Ottoman Empire. The 

word Turk was used in a range of negative ways mainly 

associated with bloodlust and savagery, forming a discourse on 

the way which people talked about Turks and the Ottoman 

Empire. In Germany the word “der Türkenhund”, i.e. the dog turk 

was a common insult and in Sweden the same word (Swedish: 
                                                        
 
19 Kumar, Deepa, Islamophobia and the politics of empire, Haymarket, 
Chicago, Ill., 2012. 
20 Karlsson, pp. 31.  
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Hundturken) was used to describe a half-human monster feeding 

on human flesh supplied by agents from the Swedish Order of 

Freemasons21. This myth was widely spread in the Swedish 

newspapers during the entire 19th century. Ethnologist Carl-

Martin Bergstrand has delved into the various archives and 

sources of commoners in Sweden during the 19th and 20th 

centuries and confirmed that the myth of the dog turk was very 

much alive in people’s mind. The stories sometimes varied, 

however, the foundation of the myth was very much the same, 

regardless of time and space.22 We shall delve into how this was 

possible in more depth in the analysis.  

 

After the failure at Vienna 1683 this frame was slowly dissolving 

into an image of the Turk as a slightly laughable character, a 

comical figure that in turn became a fascination for everything 

Orient. Emperor Napoleon hired a number of Orientalists to study 

the Egyptian-Ottoman culture after his invasion of Egypt in 1798. 

However, the Orientalist view of the Ottomans and the Orient 

were far from being unbiased. Rather, it was the other way 

around. The main theme of almost any scholarly research on 

orientalism is the categorisation. Everything in the Oriental 

cultures needed to be categorised into different boxes. These 

categories also had a function of being opposites of what the West 

was thought to be. The structure of the Oriental as theory is 

                                                        
 
21 Karlsson, Ingemar, ”Turkarna kommer! Turkarna kommer!”, Aftonbladet, 
Kultur. URL: http://www.aftonbladet.se/kultur/article10687700.ab. Acquired: 
2012-11-21. 
22 Bergstrand, Carl-Martin, Frimurarna och hundturken: vad folk trott om 
frimurarna, Gumperts, Göteborg, 1956. 
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virtually the same as structuralism, that a pattern of thought is 

constructed as binary opposites. These binary opposites not only 

told what Muslims and the Oriental was, but it also reinforced the 

view that the West and Christendom was the yardstick, which the 

Muslim world needed to be measured with. The Muslim world, 

naturally, seldom, if never, measured up to Western standards 

according to the Orientalist. This means that Orientalism worked 

both ways, both a derogatory view of the Muslims and a positive 

reinforcement of the Western ideals. Since the Orient was 

considered different, meant that the Oriental was considered 

weaker and inferior, to the Occident world23. In many ways, the 

Ottomans and Turkey became Europe’s “other”, someone or 

something that the rest of Europe was not.24 This kind of 

structuralist reading of representations of the Orient (or indeed 

any phenomena that is different from the Western hegemony) is 

sometimes referred to as the Otherness. These kinds of studies 

have been conducted by such notable researches such as Stuart 

Hall of the CCCS at University of Birmingham.25 The 

methodology of studying otherness will be dealt with later in this 

article.  

 

It has been argued that orientalism also parented the both racist 

and islamophobic view of the Islamic world that are common in 

today’s media landscape. The scope of this article does not permit 
                                                        
 
23 Said, p. 321. 
24 Karlsson, Ingemar, ”Turkarna kommer! Turkarna kommer!”, Aftonbladet, 
Kultur. URL: http://www.aftonbladet.se/kultur/article10687700.ab. Acquired: 
2012-11-21. 
25 Hall, Stuart (red.), Representation: cultural representations and signifying 
practices, Sage, London, 1997. 
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us to go into deeper depths concerning the prejudice in 

contemporary media; however, a few lines should be made about 

this line of thought.  

 

Analysing racism in media text can have a tendency to 

underestimate the object of racism in the sense that stereotypical 

critique can make the object overly passive and historically 

determined to be stereotyped and that those kind of research 

questions seldom leads to any further discussions. Swedish media 

researcher Ylva Haber claims, citing Karen Ross, that 

stereotypical research has the tendency to be “/…/ a collective 

ritual of rhetorical complaints.”.26  

 

Racism is both a discriminatory practise and a system of 

ideologies that refers to negative attitudes on ethnic and religious 

groups. Racism is then, according to Althusser’s theory on 

Ideological State Apparatuses as underlying parts of society that 

cannot easily be questioned or scrutinised, since ideology, 

according to Wodak, form our discursive patterns.  

 

Essed gave in Richardson a definition of everyday racism:  

 

a process in which (a) socialised racist notions are 

integrated into meanings that make practices immediately 

definable and manageable, (b) practices with racist 

implications become in themselves familiar and 
                                                        
 
26 Haber, Ylva. ”The authentical Joséphine Baker? ” in Jülich, Solveig, 
Lundell, Patrik & Snickars, Pelle (red.), Mediernas kulturhistoria, Statens ljud 
och bildarkiv, Stockholm, 2008. 
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repetitive, and (c) underlying racial and ethnic relations 

are actualised and reinforced through these routine or 

familiar practices in everyday situations. 27 

 

Newspapers come into play here in terms of repetitive messages 

that contain xenophobic and racist lines of thought. There hasn’t 

been any major research being done on agenda building effects on 

public discourse in the 19th century Sweden, however, it cannot be 

too big an assumption to make that the press in fact had some 

impact on the audience, and that the audience were of middle 

class and thus had political and cultural influence.  

 

Van Dijk, cited in Richardson, states that: 

 

Critical Discourse Analysis assumes that if racism is 

reproduced through discourse, then racism will be in 

evidence at all three ‘levels’ of discursive communication 

— social practices, discursive practices and the texts 

themselves — in ways which are integrated and mutually 

self-supporting.28 

 

This will be applicable in our article by analysing folkloristic texts 

as a representation of social practises, discursive practises by 

looking at the patterns in which the anti-Ottoman messages are 

functioning within and the text themselves.  

 
                                                        
 
27 Richardson, John E., (Mis)representing Islam [Electronic resource] the 
racism and rhetoric of British broadsheet newspapers, J. Benjamins, 
Amsterdam, 2004. 
28 Ibid., p. 33 
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Anthropologist Mary Douglas puts forwards an interesting 

perspective in her book Purity and Danger. Pollution and 

subsequently cleanliness has been the concerns of many societies 

in the history of the world and that pollution can be seen as taboo. 

We would like to include the concept of pollution as a 

sociological term describing otherness as a form of dirt, 

something undesired. The Swedish national newspaper Post- och 

Inrikes Tidningar describes in a travel report Damascus in modern 

day Syria as city of covered in filth29. This implies that filth also 

is variable to consider when analysing the roots of islamophobia. 

However, the theoretical constraints we have set up for this article 

does not permit us to delve in this any further.  
 
The press in 19th century Sweden 
 
The function of a 19th century newsroom has been widely 

discussed in Johan Jarlbrink’s dissertation Springtime for the 

Journalist: Symbols and Courses of Action for the Members of the 

Swedish Press, the 1870’s to the 1930’s30. In his dissertation 

Jarlbrink argues that in fact very little was written by the editor 

himself31 and that the primary tool was the scissor, with which 

stories literary were cut from other newspapers.. This meant that 

there was no systematic collection of content, rather that the editor 

                                                        
 
29 Post och Inrikes Tidningar, September 10th, 1832, p. 1. 
30 Jarlbrink, Johan, Det våras för journalisten: symboler och handlingsmönster 
för den svenska pressens medarbetare från 1870-tal till 1930-tal, Kungliga 
biblioteket, Diss. Linköping : Linköpings universitet, 2009, Stockholm, 2009. 
31 The use of masculine form here is intentional since newspapers were the 
men’s domain and all the 19th editors and writers were men.	  
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used the sources he deemed credible, such as other newspapers 

and local political elites. 32  

 

The number of people employed by the newspaper was also very 

low, usually just between one and three persons involved in the 

19th century. The focus was always on the editor, or the publicist 

who often took the role as a political commentator and 

opponent.33 The famous Lars Johan Hierta, founder of Aftonbladet 

were charged with violations of press laws for his rather severe 

criticism of king John Charles XIV.34 Serving as opponents and 

dissidents of the political powers made them both in their own 

eyes and, to some extent the public’s, heroes of freedom. One has 

to consider the time frame here, liberalism and its proponents 

stood very much in opposition against the conservative politicians 

that were loyal to the royal power.35  

 

                                                        
 
32 Eriksson, Sven, Svensk diplomati och tidningspress under Krimkriget: av 
Sven Eriksson, Norstedt, Diss. Göteborg : Högsk.,Stockholm, 1939, pp.33. 
33 Jarlbrink, Johan, 2009, p. 40. 
34 Gustafsson, Karl Erik, Rydén, Per, Nordmark, Dag, Johannesson, Eric & 
Petersson, Birgit (ed.), Den svenska pressens historia. 2, Åren då allting hände 
(1830-1897), Ekerlid, Stockholm, 2001, pp.18; Jarlbrink, 2009, p. 42.; 
Hadenius, Stig, Weibull, Lennart & Wadbring, Ingela, Massmedier: press, 
radio och TV i den digitala tidsåldern, 9., rev. uppl., Ekerlid, Stockholm, 2008, 
pp.52. 
35 Ekdahl, Mats, Tidningsmakarna: skapandets filosofi : en bok om 
redaktörskapets hemligheter, Rabén Prisma, Stockholm, 1996, pp. 193. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
In this chapter we account for our research methodology and key 
definitions that has been used in this thesis. 
 
Our thesis stems from a hermeneutical tradition where we 

interpret empirical source material through the use of our 

theoretical framework in order to draw conclusions on the 

presence of xenophobia in general and islamophobia in particular. 

 

From a historiographical point of view, our thesis concerns 

cultural history and history of mentalities in the 19th century 

Swedish press. Our aim is not to explore particular events during 

the time frame nor focus on any particular person or paper. 

Rather, we study the press and its content through the concepts of 

values and emotions. As Knut Kjelstadli states in Det förflutna är 

inte var det en gång var: “in so far culture concerns conscious 

practises such as concepts, norms, values and emotions.”36 This 

definition is supported by John Tosh who states that history of 

mentalities concerns instinct, implicit and emotional spaces, rather 

than ideologies.37 

 

For this project we have used an extensive source material 

comprising over 190 news items, fictional stories and editorials 

from 1800-1899 covering the north, south, west and east of 

Sweden. We use the concept of editorials rather loosely here, 
                                                        
 
36 Kjeldstadli, Knut, Det förflutna är inte vad det en gång var, Studentlitteratur, 
Lund, 1998, p. 87. 
37 Tosh, John, Historisk teori och metod, 3. uppl., Studentlitteratur, Lund, 2011, 
p. 268. 
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including text that has a narrative rather than a purely informative 

function.  

 

Source credibility 
 

It is not the purpose of our investigation to establish whether the 

used articles are tendentious since previous research into media 

history has shown, as stated earlier, that there was not an objective 

press during the 19th century, rather a loose formation of 

publishers, each with their own political agenda.  

 

As a rule, we have used peer-reviewed scholarly textbooks for 

theoretical and methodological reference. However, there are a 

few books that have a more popular approach. They are Europa 

och Turken, written by the former ambassador in several Middle 

Eastern countries and hold a position as research fellow at Lund 

University and 250 år i barmhärtighetens tjänst: Frimurarnas 

barnhusverksamhet 1753-2003, published by the Swedish Order 

of Freemasons. The book by Ingmar Karlsson is of outmost 

importance to our thesis, and we consider the author’s research 

credentials are validated by his position as research fellow at 

Lund University and his former position as ambassador in Turkey. 

The book also contains an extensive bibliography. 250 år i 

barmhärtighetens tjänst: Frimurarnas barnhusverksamhet 1753-

2003 is tendentious in that sense that it proclaims to be a historical 

account of the orphanage in Sweden run by the Freemasons, 

however it is also published by the Freemasons’ research lodge 

Carl Friedrich Eckleff. We chose to include this text because it 
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gives certain insights in how the Freemasons was regarded in 

society and therefore it is related to the myth about the dog turk.  

 
Selection 
 

The Royal Library, the national library of Sweden, has a search 

engine, currently only a BETA version though, that allows a 

search among 200 000 pages of newspaper texts and material 

from their own collections.38 The Royal library’s material has 

been OCR scanned and therefor there is a risk of misreads since 

the system has problem with certain types of print and quality of 

the scanned paper and microfilms. Using the search interface is 

also a bit problematic since the spelling of certain words varies 

and this fact makes queries more difficult.39 This is of lesser 

importance since the keywords used in our article are easily 

spelled and variations are few.   

 

The above mentioned means that an early selection has been made 

due to the fact that all newspaper articles in Swedish press are yet 

to be scanned by the Royal Library. Furthermore a selection has 

also been made when using the keywords “hundturk*” (Eng. dog 

turk*), “Turk” and “Turkiet” (Eng. Turkey) and only using articles 

from the Swedish rural press. Newspapers and articles were 

initially under scrutiny regarding relevance due to above 

mentioned chances of misreads. In Swedish the word Turk could 

                                                        
 
38 Lundgren, Digitaliserade Svenska Dagstidningar 
http://magasin.kb.se/searchinterface/about.html. Acquired 2012-11-22. 
39 Johansson, Niklas, Skogsrå, sjörå, tomtegubbar och mera sådant: en studie 
av svenska dagstidningsartiklar om mytiska väsen mellan 1850-1900, 
Unpublished manuscript, 2012. 
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also refer to Turkish cigars, the colour turquoise and in some 

cases names of dogs and the Scottish clan McTurk. In our initial 

selection we also sorted articles with no apparent relevance to our 

investigation such as the word Turk being mentioned with no 

context or value. It is, however, impossible for us to determine the 

precise interpretations of each individual reader. Therefore, it is 

not within the scope of this article to speculate how the different 

islamophobic and anti-Ottoman frames were used within a social 

context during the 19th century rural Sweden. Our focus has been 

on the text itself, rather than speculating how it was specifically 

interpreted by its audiences.  

 

Research method 
 

The first stage of analysis was undertaken in a quantitative 

manner. All selected texts were encoded in a data matrix40 with an 

ID number, the name of the newspaper, date, key word 

(essentially which stereotype were used), tendency (negative, 

neutral, positive), values (how was the key word described) and a 

short summary of the content in the article.  

 

Our codebook is loosely based on McQueen, McLellan, Kay and 

Milsteins example in Krippendorff & Bock’s The Content 

Analysis Reader.41 For the variable “tendency”, there are three 

values; positive, neutral and negative. The actual look of the 

book: 
                                                        
 
40 See appendix B. 
41 Krippendorff, Klaus & Bock, Mary Angela (red.), The content analysis 
reader, SAGE, London, 2009, p. 213. 
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Table 1. Codebook  

Variable TENDENCY 
Value Positive 
Definition The key word is used with positive values added in the text, 

such as grand and strong. The key word can also be used as 
a positive allegory.  

Value Neutral 
Definition The key word is used without any value added in the text. 

No contextual references are being used in association with 
the key word.  

Value Negative 
Definition The key word is used with negative values added in the 

text, such as jealous, angry, swearing as, dirty. The key 
word can also be used as a negative allegory 

 

Examples of above definitions will be shown in the analysis.  

 

The quantitative analysis was used to give a first insight on how 

islamophobia and anti-Ottoman representations were present in 

the 19th century press. With our data matrix we could also see if 

the variable tendency changed over the years.   

 

The second stage included an in-depth study of selected texts. For 

this study, we have chosen to work with critical discourse 

analysis. Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is not one single 

theory or method, rather a loose pattern of textual analysis 

revealing a frame of thought currently residing in a society.42 In a 

way, one can think about discourse analysis as language in use, or 

as Wodak and Reisigl states: 

 
                                                        
 
42 Martin, J. R. & Wodak, Ruth (red.), Re/reading the past: critical and 
functional perspectives on time and value, Benjamins, Amsterdam, 2003, p. 5. 
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A complex bundle of simultaneous and sequential interrelated 

linguistics acts, which manifests themselves within and across 

the social fields of action as thematically interrelated semiotic, 

oral or written tokens, very often as “texts”, that belong to 

specific semiotic types, i.e. genres. 43 

 

We analyse the values of the elements in the texts and try to find 

linguistic patterns, i.e. how different meanings make up a 

discursive pattern. By this we mean that we try to find 

connections both within the same text and in between different 

texts, i.e. intertextuality. These patterns, in turn, make up the 

empirical material for the interpretation through the use of the 

theoretical framework described earlier in this thesis.  

 

Critical discourse analysis on historical sources has been 

discussed in various texts on methodology. Its origins can be 

traced to the Vienna School and was first applied in order to trace 

the anti-semitic roots in the discourse practised in Kurt 

Waldheim’s presidential campaign in 1986. The study was 

conducted cross-disciplinary involving researchers from history, 

psychology and linguistics.44  

 

In order to analyse the empirical material we have for this project 

formulated three questions that we have applied to the texts. 

These questions are: 

                                                        
 
43 Wodak, Ruth & Meyer, Michael, Methods of critical discourse analysis 
[Elektronisk resurs], SAGE, London, 2001, p. 21-22. 
44 Martin, J. R. & Wodak, Ruth (red.), p. 7. 
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1. Does the text include derogatory values attributed to Turks or 

Ottomans? 

2. Does the text stem from other sources? 

3. Which frame is being used in the text? 

 

The aims for these questions are to answer what discursive 

patterns are present and how the image of the Muslim Turk was 

constructed and changed during the 19th century.  

 

 
Definitions 
 
We have for this project mainly used well-known definitions for 

the different types of content. What we refer to, as a news item is 

mainly a neutral representation of previous events, such as an 

uprising in Serbia or a conference in Paris. The genre of news 

writing has been rather unchanged over the years and a news item 

written in the late 19th century is structured in more or less the 

same way as a news item in the 21st century. However, it was not 

until the late 19th century that the specific role of journalist was 

articulated and a collective press corps could be distinguished. 

 

 A feature, on the other hand, is a much more personal view of the 

event or person(s) in the text. A diary from travels abroad can be 

seen as a feature in much the same way as today.  

 

An editorial is a more modern term for content that are 

commentary rather than informative. In the editorial, the sole 
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publisher could share his own point of view on certain events. 

This part later came in prominence when the newspaper became 

one of the main tools of the political parties in the early 20th 

century. 

 

When we use the category folklore, it refers to a story that has its 

basis in the lower stratum of society. It almost exclusively gathers 

its material from commoners with a lack of education. The 

language if often rather spicy and the dialogue written in dialect in 

order to separate them linguistically from educated people, i.e. the 

readers of the newspaper.   

 

Closely related to both feature and folklore is the category fiction. 

These texts were products of an author and ran as serial story over 

the course of several months, depending on the length of the 

original publication. One such example is Missolonghis Fall (eng. 

the Fall of Missolonghi) by A. von Tromlitz, which dramatized 

one of the many Greco-Ottoman conflicts and one in which the 

author and poet Lord Byron participated in and undoubtedly made 

famous by his death there. 45 
 

 

                                                        
 
45 George Gordon Byron. http://www.ne.se/lang/george-gordon-byron, 
Nationalencyklopedin, acquired 2012-11-25. 
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ANALYSIS 
 
In this chapter we will analyse the empirical material through the 
lense of framing theory. 
 
Our source material consists of 190 news items from 20 periodical 

newspapers. The earliest text is from 1814 and the latest from 

1898. The majority of news items are printed between 1850 and 

1880. As a rule, we have translated the Swedish word 

“Hundturk/en” into “dog turk”. We are aware of the fact that this 

translation is perhaps a tad “swenglish”, however no proper 

translation of the word has ever been made. Also, when 

translating old Swedish into English, we have used modern 

English rather than trying to find an older equivalent English 

language practise. 

 

When analysing the empirical data, we have for the articles 

concerning the dog turk focused on the stories themselves and 

trying to find a discursive pattern on how the author described the 

concept of the dog turk and how it can be interpreted as an 

islamophobic frame. On the articles regarding the word “Turk” 

and “Turkey” we have instead focused on whether the texts were 

negative, neutral or positive. When quoting from the text, we have 

in most cases used the first line and the relevant paragraphs where 

the key words are present.  

 

The initial quantitative analysis of the material showed that a vast 

majority of news item were either framed neutral or negative. 

Only 18 of 190 news items had a positive frame. Those 18 were 

travel reports of sometimes questionable nature.  
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The myth of the Dog Turk 
 
The great number of articles concerning the dog turk is an 

example of the cutting techniques in use during the 19th century. 

Editors cut stories from other newspapers and ran it in their own 

publication. This was done with scissors and glue. That can, 

according to Jarlbrinks research explain how the story of the dog 

turk could get nationwide coverage in such a short time.  

 

Table 1 shows tendency in texts on dog turk sorted by category 

and valued as positive, neutral or negative. A total of 45 

newspapers were used in this category. 
 
Table 2. Keyword Dog Turk 
 
Type Pos Neu Neg Total 
Folklore 4 1 14 19 
Fiction 0 1 4 5 
News item 1 2 6 9 
Editorial 0 1 4 5 
Essay 0 0 2 2 
Feature 0 1 3 4 
Lyrics and poems 0 0 1 1 
Total    45 
 
Source: Appendix 1 
 
In our source material we have identified five different 

archetypical stories, all with slight variations, however the themes 

are basically the same. The most common one, found in 8 texts is 

thematically identical. A peasant came into a Swedish town and 

got apprehended by the Freemasons. The Freemasons, in turn, 

killed the peasant, salted the corpse and shipped it off to the dog 
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turk. Most notably concerning this myth is that there are no 

mentions of children in these folkloristic stories.46  

 

One theme on myth concerning Freemasons and the dog turk 

involves a trap door that would open when a peasant stepped on it. 

The person would then fall into the basement where butchers 

stood ready. A negative example of this from the Newspaper 

Kalmar: 

 
If the host is home, he will ask you politely to enter his 
innermost chambers. Due to your curiosity, you will of 
course heed his invitation. Perhaps you will stop right at 
the door, noticing the trap-door, believing that you have 
come to someone who butchers people and send them to 
the dog turk. The host will calm your nerves and explain 
that it is only the basement hatch.47 

 

This particular myth is also accounted for in Bergstrands 

collection of folkloristic tales concerning Freemasons and the dog 

turk.48 

 

The text displays, apart from the racist term “dog turk”, 

associating Turks with dogs, also notions of cannibalism when 

using the term “butchers” implying that the Turks were eating 

human flesh, also implied Christian human flesh. We find it also 

very interesting that the person’s first thought occurred when 
                                                        
 
46	  Falu Weckoblad, may 7th, 1814, p. 2; Folkets Röst, July 24th, 1852, p. 4; 
Kalmar, January 4th, 1873, p. 7; Falu-Posten January 15th, 1873, p. 3; Kalmar, 
November 29th 1876, p. 4; Bollnäs Tidning, November 23rd, 1878, p. 1; 
Dalpilen, April 27th, 1883, p. 6; Kalmar July 28th, 1884, p. 3; Dalpilen, 
September 26th, 1884, p. 6.	  
47 Kalmar, November 29th 1876, p. 4.	  
48 Bergstrand, p. 44. 
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coming across a basement hatch is that you will fall down and be 

butchered and your flesh will be sent to the dog turk.  

 

Ingemar Karlsson states in his book that there were a number of 

texts referring to the Masonic orphanages where children 

suddenly disappeared.49 They were in fact adopted into families 

and thus removed from the streets.50     

 

However, not everyone bought into these stories, not even the 

editors who took the chance of slanting the lower classes, who 

they felt actually believed in the story of the dog turk and the 

freemasons. The editors were themselves educated (and most 

probably disdained people of lower classes). Therefore it is not 

surprising to find 6 texts that refutes the myth and accused the 

lower classes of being gullible to the point of being stupid.51 

Blekings-Posten accounts for this: 

 
The humorous, yet sad reputation which flourished in the 
Blekinge county, that the Freemasons in Carlskrona 
butchered both old and young in order to send their flesh 
to the dog turk, caused much grief to the citizens of this 
town due to less goods being supplied [by the 
commoners]. 52 

 
                                                        
 
49	  Karlsson, 2007, p.23.	  
50	  250 år i barmhärtighetens tjänst: Frimurarnas barnhusverksamhet 1753-
2003, Stift. Frimurare barnhuset i Stockholm i samarbete med Svenska 
Frimurare Ordens forskningsloge Carl Friedrich Eckleff i Uppsala, Stockholm, 
2003, p. XX. 
51	  Blekings-Posten, June 8th, 1858, p. 3; Folkets Röst, June 9th, 1858, p. 4; 
Blekings-Posten, June 15th, 1858, p. 3; Blekings-Posten, December 4th, 1863, 
p. 2; Kalmar, September 25th, 1869, p. 2; Nyaste Blekings-Posten, August 
22nd, 1871, p. 3.	  
52	  Blekings-Posten, December 4th, 1863, p. 2.	  
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In this particular text it is apparent that the editor is concerned 

with the gullible commoners and that it is harmful for the 

commerce in the city of Karlskrona. We note that the editor is not 

really concern about the racial stereotype, rather that the stupid 

peasants harm the commercial developments made in the city and 

they need to stop spreading these kinds of rumours. We also find 

this text to be negative for the image of the Turk because of the 

cannibalism and the canine reference if we only focus on the text 

rather than context. Thus it can also be positive in the sense that 

the myth is ridiculed and we have therefore coded it as positive, 

rather than entirely negative. One could of course argue that all 

reference including the dog turk could be interpreted as negative 

when only taking into consideration the text itself and not its 

context. We have decided to take the context into account and 

therefore the defamation of the peasants is coded as positive.  

 

In these texts in general we find a sign that it was common belief 

that the dog turk existed in some sense since if not, there would be 

no need to publish texts stating the opposite and pointing out the 

everyday risks of spreading such myths.  

 

Three newspapers ran a story about an obese woman being sent 

alive to the dog turk and returns a much slimmer one. This implies 

that the dog turk has eaten her excess body mass.53  

 

                                                        
 
53	  Kalmar, October 13th, 1877, p. 4; Wernamo Tidning, October 19th, 1877, p. 
2; Falu-Posten, November 17th, 1877, p.2.	  
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Cultural image from Småland. In a letter to “Kalmar” the 
commoners were portrayed as superstitious and in 
general rather gullible. /…/ One day, the woman who 
was considered dead and eaten, showed up and took 
possession of her cottage. On the many questions, she 
answered that she had indeed been with the dog turk, but 
due to her terror, had become so skinny that he no longer 
considered her fit for eating.54 

 

The concept of cannibalism is also present in this particular myth. 

We consider this a very negative frame because of associating the 

Turks with cannibalism and kidnapping, thus implying that they 

are not really human beings.  

 

Another folkloristic tale states that local tradesmen refused to sell 

their goods on city markets fearing that they will be taken by 

freemasons, butchered and salted and then shipped to the dog 

turk. This myth was spread in order to eliminate competition from 

outsiders.55 The reason why this myth could have worked is based 

on the fact that the original myth of dog turk already existed in 

people’s minds. These three texts differ slightly from the 

conventional dog turks stories about the freemasons in the manner 

of whose in focus. In these three texts, the focus is on the 

tradesmen, rather than the freemason’s. Therefore we chose to 

place these in a new category.  

 

                                                        
 
54	  Wernamo Tidning, October 19th, 1877, p. 2.	  
55	  Jönköpingsbladet, June 8th, 1858, p. 2; Jönköpingsbladet, September 28th, 
1869, p. 2. 
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In Kristiania panic concerning the Freemasons have 
broken out. Most probably, a couple of tradeswomen 
have revived the old tale about the connection between 
the Freemasons and the dog turk. The reason for this 
would be to stop the commoners from travelling into the 
city to sell their goods in order for themselves to have 
monopoly on the trading.56  

 

We have categorised this text to be neutral due to the fact that the 

dog turk doesn’t play any part in the narrative and that there is no 

mention of cannibalism present in the text. One could argue that 

the text could be negative simply because of mentioning the dog 

turk, however, the use of language and the almost laconic mention 

refrains from making such claims.  

 

One legend is what is now called an urban legend about an ex-

priest running guns, and claimed that it didn’t matter if he sold the 

weapons to the Russians, one of Sweden’s many arch enemies, or 

to the dog turk.57  

 
“- Oh yes”, I retorted, filled with patriotism, “it does 
concern every good Swede to sell weapons to the 
Russian?” “- Why not? I sell the invention to the highest 
bidder, be it the Russian or the dog turk, it matters not”, 
the Royal Chaplain answered in a laconic voice.58 

 

It would not be far-fetched to assume that this folkloristic and 

rather humorous story had a background in the Crimean War, 

fought a decade earlier. This is clearly a negative text where the 

author connects the Ottoman Empire with the dog turk. It can 

                                                        
 
56 Jönköpingsbladet, September 28th, 1869, p. 2.	  
57	  Jönköpingsbladet, March 27th, 1866, p. 2. 
58 Ibid. 
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therefore be interpreted as a name-calling example that functions 

as a negative opinion of the Ottomans. We can however not say 

that the Swedish press in general were especially anti-Ottoman 

concerning this war. Eriksson states in his dissertation that much 

of the news content on the Crimean War derived from the 

influential British newspaper the Times59 and that the slant rather 

was anti-Russian, something that suited the Swedish press very 

well.  

 

One slightly more popular story was about a man walking into a 

regiment’s office wanting to be shot, slaughtered and sent to the 

dog turk in exchange for money, believing that the officer in 

charge was a freemason. When this didn’t prove to be the case 

and they had no intention of paying for the service, the man 

walked out looking for another freemason to facilitate him.60  

 
One who wanted to be executed. /…/ Really, you will not 
have me then? Then I’ll have to go to another 
freemason”. “Freemason? What do you mean by that?”. 
“You shall salt my corpse and send to the dog turk – and 
better meat you will not have gotten, but you will no 
doubt steal it anyway”61 

 

This one is rather negative and straightforward concerning the 

cannibalistic and canine nature of the Turks.  

 

                                                        
 
59 Eriksson, p. 30. 
60	  Kalmar, September 20th, 1882, p. 3. 
61 Ibid. 
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One newspaper reported about a woman who had never been on a 

train and got so scared when the train started moving she threw 

herself off in fear of being slaughtered and sent to the dog turk.62 

 
Afraid of the dog turk. /…/ All of a sudden, the curious 
woman found out that the train started to move. She 
stood a while, frozen in terror, and when she came to her 
senses, a thought occurred to her that she needed to get 
off the train at any cost. “None will know where they are 
taking me because shame runs this whole device. I know 
this, because it would not move otherwise, and I do not 
want to go to the dog turk”, she said to the conductor 
who sought to keep her on the train. Raging with fury, 
the woman tore her self from the conductor and threw her 
self off the moving train after about one kilometer.63  

 

This example from the newspaper Tidning för Wenersborgs Stad 

och Län is categorised as neutral. We interpret that the negative 

slant is more applied to the feeble woman rather than the Turks. 

This is supported by the fact that in the Swedish original, the 

woman’s quotes are written in dialect, thus implying that the 

woman is very uneducated and feeble minded.   

 

A couple of papers ran a story about a slightly mentally 

challenged young man who were told that if he walked into an 

elevator in the city’s department store, he would be caught by 

freemasons, killed, butchered, salted and sent to the dog turk. He 

became so nervous when entering the elevator that he ran away, 

fearing for his life.64   

                                                        
 
62	  Tidning för Wenersborgs stad och län, October 16th, 1891, p. 3.	  
63 Ibid. 
64 Kalmar, November 27th, 1896, p. 4; Tidning för Wenersborgs stad och län, 
November 30th, 1896, p. 3.	  
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A small joke. In one of Sundsvall’s department stores 
selling clothes and expendables, a young man in his early 
twenties once entered. His wide eyes and open mouth did 
not betray any profound intelligence. “- Can I please look 
at what they call spectacles?” He was invited to enter the 
elevator and on shaking legs he felt the ascent. It cannot 
be deemed impossible that his dull brain recall the 
horrible stories about freemason’s who would lure 
innocent youths into their lairs to murder them and send 
them, salted and peppered, to the dog turk in barrels.65 

 

This particular story is categorised, by us, as negative. When 

comparing the previous story, concerning the feeble-minded 

woman, with this one, we find an apparent difference. This text, 

from the newspaper Kalmar contains mentions of cannibalism and 

murder, which is not present in the previous.  

 

These two themes makes up the vast majority of stories run in the 

press. The third one is about a bear hunter in Lapland who had 

been to Portugal and been chased into a cannabis plantation by the 

dog turk. He tells his audience that it was against the law to kill a 

dog turk by the penalty of being hanged like a cat. This actually 

made absolutely no sense at all to his audience and was forced to 

reveal that it was all a lie.66 

 
The Bear Hunter – sketches from southern Lapland. /…/ 
I hurried down towards the harbor when at half way I met 
this terrible beast. I thought at first it was a human being, 
but as it drew closer, I saw that it was a dog turk, for it 
had a terrible mow and a dog’s snout. /…/ But why did 

                                                        
 
65 Kalmar, November 27th, 1896, p. 4. 
66 Dalpilen, April 27th, 1883, p. 6; Nyare Blekings-Posten, June 5th, 1883, p. 1; 
Nyare Blekings-Posten, June 8th, 1883, p. 3. 
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you not kill it, Kristoffer Mickelsson asked, rather than 
running away, hiding. “I would have done just that, but 
then I would have gotten into a even greater predicament, 
for the dog turks were considered humans in that country 
[Portugal] and it was against the law by the penalty of 
death to kill one of them, for I would have been hung like 
a cat had I done so.67 

 

In this text we find that it contains many racist and xenophobic 

elements. The Turk had a mow and a dog’s snout, which is 

significant because it most graphically describes a non-human 

nature, giving it canine and cannibalistic characteristics. It also 

states that the Swedish traveller could not kill it in Portugal, but it 

implies that it would have perfectly in order to do so in Sweden. 

This story has a continuation. The narrative is also found in other 

newspapers due to the cut and paste method previously described 

in chapter 3.  

 

In a number of news items, the word dog turk became a metaphor 

for the Ottoman Empire during the complex diplomatic situations 

between 1850 and 1880. This has similarities with the Tsar 

Nikolai I attempt to label the Ottoman Empire as the Sick Man of 

Europe.68  

 
It is a fact, as we all know, that Sebastopol has fallen. 
The Tsar do not deny it, nor Lod Gortschakoff. /…/ 
There, on the left, a tradeswoman lounges, taking some 
snuff. “Good evening, madame”, a sailor greets her. 
“Either she sides with the Russian or with the dog 
turk?”69 

                                                        
 
67 Nyare Blekings-Posten, June 8th, 1883, p. 3. 
68 Finkel, p. 457; Karlsson, p.52. 
69 Folkets Röst, September 26th, 1855, p. 2. 
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In this text we can see that the author uses the dog turk as a 

metaphor for the Ottoman Empire thus associating with the 

negative canine reference.  

 

The discursive pattern in the quoted texts in this chapter, in our 

view, is the dehumanisation of the Turk. This is done through the 

use of mainly two value laden linguistic items: “butchering and 

salting” which implies the almost industrial process rather the 

individual murders and the canine reference “dog” as a prefix to 

“turk”. Combining these two we find that good Christians were 

being butchered to please the animalistic Ottoman, which in this 

became devoid of any human qualities. Wilson and Hodges, cited 

in Zaller: 

 

When people are asked about how they feel about 

something, such as legalized abortion, their Uncle Harry, 

or anchovies on a pizza, presumably they consult a 

mental file containing their evaluation. They look for a 

file marked “abortion,” or “Uncle Harry,” or “anchovies” 

and report the evaluation it contains. 70 

 

What we need to consider is the notion of if and how the myth of 

the dog turk, even though it was ridiculed in later texts, became 

part of the Swedish people’s mental files. If publicist could use 

the dog turk as a metaphor when reporting on the different 

conflicts between the Ottoman Empire and the western world, it 
                                                        
 
70 Zaller, John, The nature and origins of mass opinion, Cambridge Univ. 
Press, Cambridge, 1992, p. 35  
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implies that dog turk and the assorted connotations of that phrase 

were part of an islamophobic and xenophobic discourse in the 

Swedish society.  

 

The use of the word “Turk” 
 

The table below illustrates tendency on the word Turk sorted by 

type and valued as positive, neutral or negative. A total of 123 

newspapers were used in this category and six of these were 

misreads. As explained in methodology the search interface on the 

Royal Library’s website could be problematic, this being the 

reason for misread articles.  
 
Table 3. Keyword Turk 
 
Type Pos Neu Neg Total 
News item 1 19 6 26 
Fiction 5 16 28 49 
Feature 5 15 19 39 
Misreads - - - 6 
Lyrics and poems 0 0 3 3 
Total    123 
 
Source: Appendix 1 

 

The purpose for including “turk” as a keyword was simply to find 

out if, and how the ethnic label was used as contextual insult in 

much the same way as we wrote in the introduction. Coverage 

containing the word “turk” are more often than not contextual 

insults, i.e. usage of the word turk as a metaphore for a behaviour 

that is not acceptable. In the periodical newspaper Kalmar in the 

south east of Sweden we found the expression “jealous as a 
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Turk”.71 However, Kalmar was far from being the only newspaper 

with this kind of slant, which implies that even the late 19th 

century, people were still fascinated by the Ottoman’s private life 

and sexual habits. The rather negative epithet “living as a turk” 

referred explicitly to the multitude of sexual encounters of certain 

individuals as we can read in Tidning för Wenersborgs stad och 

län in the west of Sweden.72  

 
The pious “Prince” Thomas Beselow. We all remember, 
“Hvad Nytt fr. Stockholm” writes, how the black prince, 
Thomas Beselow, travelled around this country four 
years ago preaching the Gospels. /…/ According to pious 
brothers on recalls, the prince would have lived like a 
Turk in the countryside.73  

 

Other slants, such as “cursing like a turk” was also used as a 

derogatory metaphor for undesirable behaviour and personal 

traits, such as showing a lack of self-control within the Swedish 

population.74 Ingemar Karlsson describes this kind of labelling as 

prominent and important during the 18th and 19th centuries75 and 

is also in line with the purpose of orientalism. This also points out 

that the frames used to label Turks was common in discursive 

practises and that “Turk” had an ideological meaning that people 

understood, otherwise the reader could not have associated bad 

behaviour with Turks. In reports on foreign affairs, we have also 

                                                        
 
71 See Kalmar, September 21st, 1896, p.3; Kalmar, January 13th, 1890, p. 2. 
72 Tidning för Wenersborgs stad och län, September 15th, 1898, p. 4; Tidning 
för Wenersborgs stad och län, March 31, 1898, p. 4. 
73 Tidning för Wenersborgs stad och län, March 31, 1898, p. 4. 
74 Lindesbergs Allehanda, August 24th, 1877, p. 3; Tidning för Wenersborgs 
stad och län, December 31st, 1874, p. 3; Kalmar, September 14th, 1891, p. 2. 
75 Karlsson, 2007, pp. 19. 
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found that the common negative view on Ottomans also included 

a severe lack of financial skills, as we can read about in Nyare 

Blekings-Posten: 

 
Foreign affairs. /…/ The financial policies also needed 
sorting out and above all else, no Turk should be Minister 
of Finances, rather a competent European.76  

 

In many fictional stories and novellas, a Turk usually represented 

the villain. This was definitively the case in the novella Svarta 

Örn (eng. Black Eagle): 

 
The pascha stood with his arms crossed in front of the 
two women who had been surrendered into his captivity. 
With a connoisseur’s eye, the old man watched them with 
satisfaction and seemed to enjoy their fright. He 
occasionally stroked his beard lustfully, but he did not 
speak.77 

 

However, not every article showed negative values. Gotlands 

Tidning ran a story where a person exclaims “what a grand Turk” 

and referred to the height and dress of a Turk.78 This could also be 

a reference to the widely held opinion that Turks dressed lavishly. 

 
That was a grand old Turk with an enormous beard and a 
beautiful turban made out of a very costly cloth with such 
a strange cut that one was reminded of Rembrandt’s High 
Priest.79 

 

                                                        
 
76 Nyare Blekings-Posten, May 31st, 1876, p. 3. 
77 Nyaste Blekings-Posten, May 22nd, 1868, p. 1. 
78 Gotlands Tidning, 13th of January, 1877, p. 3.  
79 Folkets Röst, October 4th, 1856, p. 4. 
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Another example of Turks being used as a positive metaphor 

comes from Folkets Röst about a little boy named Carl. 

Apparently he was a big boy as we can read: 

 
You know what, he continued, you would not believe 
how big my little Carl has become. You would not 
recognize him! He has grown so big and is strong like a 
Turk.80 

 

The private lives of the Turks were also of great interest for the 

reading public. In Nya Blekings-Posten a positive example of this 

was described in the fictional story Minnen från Orienten (eng. 

Memories from the Orient): 

 
Some sketches from the private lives of the Muslims /…/ 
The Turk is both hospitable and lazy, unwilling to leave 
his except when really needed.81  

 

In order to illustrate how we have selected the quotations from the 

newspapers, we have also included two texts of a more neutral 

character, showing that not all images were either positive or 

negative. Tidning för Wenersborgs Stad och Län published a 

fictional narrative with the title Fosterhemssystrarne: 

 
Foster home sisters. /…/ Enrico sported a Greek outfit 
which suited his Oriental appearance very well. The 
dance began. A young Turk approached Therese and 
wrote her name in his hand.82 

 

                                                        
 
80 Folkets Röst, April 4th, 1853, p. 4. 
81 Nya Blekings-Posten, August 30th, 1861, p. 1. 
82 Tidning för Wenersborgs stad och län, September 13th, 1883, p. 2. 
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In Wermlands Läns Tidning we can also find a neutral 

interpretation on the word “Turk”: 

 
The secrets within a Harem. /…/ The Turk obeyed and 
threw a glance at the pascha’s scimitar still lying on the 
divan.83  

 

We consider these texts neutral since there are no biases towards 

Turks, Ottomans or the Ottoman State. Another example of this 

can be found in Kalmar: 

 
A very interesting correspondence between Khalil 
Khalid, a prominent Turk in Angora in Turkish Asia, and 
Mr. Gladstone, has recently been published. 84 
 
 

 
 
 
As seen in this picture from the British magazine Punch, there 

were also several stereotypical images of the Turk. The above 

                                                        
 
83 Wermlands Läns Tidning, February 28th, 1873, p. 2. 
84 Kalmar, September 7th, 1895, p. 3. 
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displayed picture conveys an image of the Turk as slightly 

phlegmatic, short and in a hunched posture, which can be 

interpreted as an inferior position towards the British officer.85  

 
The use of the word “Turkey” 
 

The table below shows tendency on the word “Turkey” sorted by 

category and valued as positive, neutral or negative. A total of 22 

newspapers were used in this category. 
 
Table 4. Keyword Turkey 
 
Type Pos Neu Neg Total 
News item 0 7 7 14 
Editorial 1 0 0 1 
Fiction 1 2 0 3 
Advertising 0 1 0 1 
Feature  2 1 3 
Total    22 
 

Source: Appendix 1 

 

Reports on Turkey derive almost exclusively from other sources, 

such as British and French newspapers, copied and translated into 

the Swedish paper. There were at least three major events that 

stirred the conflict between the West and the Ottoman Empire. 

First there was the Greco-Turkey conflict in which many 

Christians died, including the poet Lord Byron86, the uprisings in 

Bulgaria and Bosnia and the Armenian conflict.87 These events 

                                                        
 
85 Punch, September 16, 1882. 
86 George Gordon Byron. http://www.ne.se/lang/george-gordon-byron, 
Nationalencyklopedin, acquired 2012-11-25. 
87 Wheatcroft, 1993, p. 233. 
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might have given fuel to an even greater islamophobic frame in 

western media: 

 
Foreign affairs. Rome d. 9. The Green Book was 
bestowed on the diplomatic corps and was also sent to 
Italy’s representatives abroad; /…/ he only wishes that 
the sad conditions for the Christians in Turkey revoked 
through a sound government thus also revoking unrest 
permanently.88 

 

The Turkish rulers were also accused of pride in the Swedish 

media. In Wernamo Tidning, the readers were confronted with 

this news item: 

 
The Egyptian khedive has approved of the new 
programme delivered by the new Prime Minister Raghib 
pascha /…/ As a demonstrative example of the Sultan’s 
hubris and his also ambivalent politics.89 
 

The British newspaper the Times was also frequently quoted as 

the source of foreign news items. The newspaper Kalmar ran this 

rather neutral story on the Egyptian conflict: 

 
Times explains that as the Khediv yet again rules with the 
absolute power, Egypt once again has complete 
automony in accordance with the legislative statues. The 
presence of Turkish troops in Egypt would be in violation 
of the legislative statues and would therefore be 
unlawful.90  

 

                                                        
 
88 Kalmar, April 14th, 1877, p. 3. 
89 Wernamo Tidning, July 8th, 1882, p. 3. 

	  
90 Kalmar, September 20th, 1882, p. 1. 
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This also explains how this frame came to Sweden, since the most 

common practise was that one paper translated the story and ran 

it. A month or so later, the same story could appear in numerous 

other newspaper, thus adding to the spread of the same frame that 

was used originally in both the original foreign source, and also 

the new frame that was added by the first Swedish editor.91 Half 

of the stories in our selection were neutral while the other half 

negatively associated Turkey. These kinds of negative news are 

for example demands for reform, both democratic and 

economic.92 Those texts usually also came from British press:  

 
Turkey. In the “Times” on October 30 from Mostar /…/ 
The government of Austria-Hungary has complained to 
the Turkish government concerning the border violations 
that are common practice by Turkish forces.93  

 

The neutral texts was usually just reports on foreign affairs such 

as troop movements94  

 

Gornii studen d.10. The Turks have abandoned their 
bridge building project at Silistris. The Turks attacked 
the Romanian trenches at Plewna on the 8th but were 
fought back.95 

 

or that a peace treaty had been signed and that the Grand Vizier 

had given the French empress a peace token in the shape of a 

                                                        
 
91 Jarlbrink. Avklippta från historien. Tidningsklippare och tidningsklipp i 
1800-talets press. 2009, p. 74. 
92 Nyare Blekings-Posten, May 31st, 1876, p. 3. 
93 Falu-Posten, November 13th, 1875, p. 4. 
94 Folkets Röst, June 9th, 1858, p. 3 
95 Kalmar, October 13th, 1877, p. 1. 
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diadem.96 Not all news items and editorials were negative or 

neutral towards the Ottomans. In Wermlands Läns Tidning, we 

can read an editorial on war: 

 
From the theater of war. /…/ I rode during the march by 
Fazly pascha’s side, conversing vividly regarding the 
conditions of the Turkish army and its warfare. Fazly is 
39 years old, he is stocky built and his head and facial 
character entirely oriental. His face reflects kindness 
together with seriousness and vigour.97   

 

The news report on Turkey shows that the Ottoman Empire was 

indeed a force to be reckoned with. Most news articles are either 

negative or neutral, which points towards a Swedish stand on 

foreign affairs. This aspect of our thesis could in itself be subject 

to more in-depths study, however, the limitations that we have set 

up doesn’t permit us to be more thorough in this part. 

 

The Swedish press were also fascinated by the Oriental culture 

and frequently ran novellas, which were situated in the Ottoman 

Empire. The newspaper Tidning för Wenersborgs stad och län ran 

a novella titled the Siren on adventures in the east: 
 

It had also been in the evening, two years ago, that he 
had visited in her salon on Pera street in Constantinople. 
/…/ while he spoke on India, his thoughts were in 
Turkey.98 

 
The novella is about a man telling stories about his travels in the 
East.  
 
                                                        
 
96 Blekings-Posten, March 4th, 1856, p. 1. 
97 Wermlands Läns Tidning, July 26th, 1876, p. 3. 
98 Tidning för Wenersborgs stad och län, October 16th, 1891, p. 2. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this chapter we draw conclusions from the analysis in the 
previous chapter. 

In the analysis we have exemplified how the Swedish rural press 

used stereotypes in their coverage during the 19th century. These 

stereotypes, or frames, were used commonly and thus we have 

found it very plausible that the use have crept into homes and 

families and influenced the views of coming generations. During 

our empirical work we studied an extensive number of articles, 

many of them not making our final selection, and were sometimes 

confounded at what was written in these articles. We have found 

it obvious that the views portrayed during the 19th century would 

not be considered politically correct in the present. A current 

reader would be astounded and undignified if the terms presented 

in this article would be those of a modern newspaper.  

We have not found a change of the press coverage during the 19th 

century in our empirical study even though it could be claimed 

that the Russians emerged as a first and foremost enemy of the 

Swedish state during this time. This could imply that the view of 

Muslims were not solely based on political facts but also, and 

maybe even more, based on a fear of the unknown and something 

completely different from the ordinary.  

When analysing the different text one can easily draw the 

conclusion that not only has these xenophobic frames of the dog 

turk and Turks in general survived into modern times, they have, 
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we argue, become part of everyday discourse, i.e. they form a part 

of the Swedish langue in use. When seeped into ideology, these 

representations formed a manner of both speaking about Muslims 

and the way we think of Muslims. The sequence of formulating a 

view on Muslims went from the dog turk to the racials slurs such 

as “swearing like Turk” to associating the nation Turkey to the 

phrase “dog turk”. In modern times, we would have called this by 

its more familiar name: name calling which is an integral part of 

building opinions.  

Further research 

In light of recent events described in the introduction chapter, it is 

of great interest to study how the negative frames concerning 

Muslims have continued to occur in the Swedish press during the 

20th century. Even though the use of Dog Turk might have been 

of lesser use it is still reasonable to to inquire if the negative 

frames associated with Muslims and Turks in particular, in fact 

still lived beyond the Dog Turk. This could be used as a 

theoretical background to understand and study modern accounts 

of Islamophobia.  

 

It is also possible, and of interest, to conduct a comparative 

analysis between the rural press and city and national press. Did 

the articles, quoted and used in our thesis, also circulate in the city 

and national press? It could also be of interest to investigate the 

Clergy´s view of Muslims during the 19th century and see if any 

publications were made. 
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ORIGINAL QUOTATIONS  
 
All quotations in this thesis are in English. We have translated 
those that originate from non-English sources into English. The 
number below corresponds to the footnote used in the text. 
 
Chapter 2: Background 
 
15: ‘Araber är ouppfostrade, har lata och långa fingrar. De är 
ohyra vars kringirrande och plundringar har förstört landets fred’. 
 
 
Chapter 4: Methodology 
 
36: ‘Såtillvida handlar kultur om förhållanden i medvetandet som 
begrepp, normer, värden och känslor.’ 
 
Chapter 5: Analysis 
 
Hundturken 
47: ‘Är nu wärden hemma beder han Eder artigt stiga in i hans 
aldra heligaste, då ni, af wetgirighet förstås klifwer på. Kanske 
stannar Ni dock genast vid dörren, enär Ni upptäcker en fall-lucka 
på golfwet, likasom ni kommit till någon sådan der som som 
slagtar folk och sänder dem till hundturken, men wärden lugnar Er 
och förklarar att det bara är luckan till källaren.  
 
52: ‘det sorglustiga rykte, som spred sig kring landsbygden i 
Blekinge för några år sedan, att frimurarne i Carlskrona slagtade 
både gamla och unga personer, för att skicka deras kött till 
hundturken, hwilket rykte förorsakade denna stads innewånare 
mycket obehag, genom minskad tillförsel’  
 
54: ‘- Kulturbild från Småland. I ett bref till “Kalmar” för i 
lördags omnämnes i följande drag af den småländska allmogen ej 
så sällan förekommande vidskepligheten och lättrogenheten: /…/ 
Så föregick ett år eller så omkring, då en vacker dag den som 
uppäten ansedda inställde sig och tog sin stuga i besittning. På de 
många och ifriga frågorna om sina öden  svarade hon, att hon 
verkligen varit hos hundturken, men att hon i följe af sin 
förskräckelse blifvit så mager att han ej ansåg det löna mödan att 
slagta henne/…/’  
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56: ‘I Kristiania har uppstått en panie för frimurarne, troligen 
uppkommen deraf att några månglerskor återupplifwat den gamla 
fabeln om förbindelsen mellan frimurarne och “hundturken”, 
hwarmed de wäl haft till afsigt att från staden bortskrämma 
allmogen för att sjelfwa beherrska handeln med lifsmedel.’  
 
58: ‘-“Nå ja,” inwände jag widare med patriotisk ifwer, “anstår 
det wäl en god Swensk att sälja wapen till Ryssen?” – “hwarföre 
icke? Jag säljer uppfinningen der den bäst betalas, Ryssen eller 
hundturken, det qwittar mig alldeles lika,” swarade den kongl. 
Hofpredikanten lakoniskt.’  
 
61: ‘- En som wille bli arkebuserad. /…/ “Jaså, I will inte ha mej 
då. Då får ja la gå te en ann frimurare då”. “Frimurare? Hvad 
menar ni med det?” “Ni ska la salta in å skicka te hundturken - - å 
bättre kunde ni aldri fått, men si själa förstås.”’  
 
63: ‘Rädd för hundturken. /…/ och plötsligt märkte den nyfikna 
kvinnan att tåget sattes i gång. Hon stod en stund alldeles stel af 
fasa, men så kom tanken att hon måste af till af till hvad pris som 
hälst. “Då vet ingen hvart di kör mek for dä ä ju skam som drar 
hela värket, då kan-la jag veta, annars ginge dä ente å jak vell ente 
te hunnturken”, sa hon till konduktören som sökte kvarhålla 
henne. Rasande som en furie slet hon sig från konduktören och 
kastade sif af det i full gång varande tåget efter omkring en 
kilometers färd.’  
 
65: ‘Ett litet skämt. I ett af Sundsvalls största varulager på korta 
varor kom i lördags upp en oskuld från landet, en omkring 
tjugoårig yngling, hvars stirrande ögon och gapande mun ej buro 
vittne om att egaren satt inne med någon djupare fond af snille. “- 
Jag skulle be om att få titta på sådana der glasögon, di kallar.” 
Man bjöd honom taga plats i hissen och på af förskräckelse 
darrande ben kände han huru han fördes upp mot höjden. 
Omöjligt är ej att I hans tröga hjerna döko upp om alla dessa 
gräsliga historier om frimurarne, som locka oskuldsfulla 
ungdomar i sina hemlighetsfulla kyffen för att mörda dem och 
sedan sända dem, pepprade och saltade i tunnor, till hundturken.’  
 
67: ‘Björnjägaren – skizz från södra Lappland. /…/ Jag skyndade 
nu ned mot hamnen, men på halfva vägen möttes jag af ett 
förfärligt vidunder, som jag i från början trodde vara en menniska, 
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men när det kom närmare såg jag att det var en hundturk, för han 
hade ett rysligt gap och en hundnos. /…/ “men hvarför slog du 
icke ihjel hundturken hellre än att springa och gömma dig för 
honom”, sporde Kristoffer Mickelsson. “Det skulle jag nog hafva 
gjort”, svarade Strömbom, “men då kunde jag hafva råkat I en 
ännu värre klämma, ty hundturkarne voro ansedda som vanliga 
menniskor der i landet, och om jag dödat en af dem, hade jag 
blifvit hängd som en katt”.’  
 
69: ‘- Det är ett faktum, som vi vet, att Sebastopol har fallit. 
Hvarken czaren eller furst Gortschakoff förnekar det. /…/ Der till 
venster star en månglerska och tar sig en pris . “God afton, 
madam”, helsar en matros. “Antingen håller hon med ryssen eller 
– hundturken?”’  
 
Turk 
 
73: ‘Den fromme “prins” Thomas Beselow. Alla minnas vi ju, 
skrifves i “Hvad nytt fr. Stockholm” huru den svarte prinsen 
Thomas Beselow för cirka fyra år sedan reste omkring här i landet 
och predikade frireligion. /…/ Enligt fromma bröders egen 
uppgift, lär “prinsen” äfven i landsorten lefvat som en turk.’  
 
76: ‘Utrikes. /…/ Dertill skulle allt göras för att ordna 
finansväsendet och framför allt skulle ingen turk blifva 
finansminister, utan en duglig europé.’  
 
77: ‘Paschan stod, med armarna korslagda, framför de båda 
qvinnorna, hvilka blifvit öfverlemnade i hans våld. De gamle 
betraktade med en kännares belåtenhet deras gestalter och tycktes 
njuta af deras förskräckelse. Med välbehag strök han sig 
emellanåt öfver skägget, men han yttrade intet.’ 
 
79: ‘Det var en gammal ståtlig turk, med ett ofantligt skägg och en 
präktig turban, som bestod av ett så dyrbart tyg, och hade en så 
besynnerlig snitt, att man ovillkorligen påmintes om Rembrandts 
bekanta översteprest’  
 
80: ‘- “Men ni vet ej, fortsatte han, ni vet ej, hvad min lilla Carl är 
vacker nu! Ni skall knappt känna igen honom! Han har blifvit så 
stor; han är stark som en turk.”’  
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81: ‘Några teckningar ur muselmännens privatlif /…/ turken är på 
samma gång gästfri och lättjefull; han lemnar sällan frivilligt sitt 
hus.’ 
 
82: ‘Fostersystrane. /…/ Enrico bar en grekisk drägt, som väl 
passade till hans orientaliska yttre. Dansen började. En ung turk 
närmade sig Therese och skref hennes namn i handen.’  
 
83: ‘Hemligheterna inom ett Harem. /…/ Turken lydde i det han 
kastade en förstulen blick på den ännu på en dyna liggande 
Paschans sabel.’  
 
84: ‘En synnerligen intressant korrespondens mellan Khahil 
Khalid, en framstående turk i Angora, Asiatiska Turkiet, och mr 
Gladstone, har i dagarne publicerats. 
 
Turkiet 
 
88: ‘Från utlandet. Rom d. 9. Gröna boken utdelades igår till 
diplomatiska corpsen och tillsändes Italiens representanter i 
utlandet; /…/ han önskar endast de kristnas i Turkiets olidliga 
tillstånd häfdt genom en god förvaltning samt således en 
permanent orsak till ofred aflägsnas.  
 
89: ‘Egyptiske khediven har godkänt den nye premierministern 
Raghib paschas program. /…/ Som ett lysande exempel på 
sultanens öfvermod och hans tillika tvetydiga politik.’ 
 
90: ‘Times förklarar, att då khediven åter utöfva en herrskares 
rättigheter, synes Egypten åtnjuta den fullständigaste autonomi, 
som firmanerna hafva garanterat det, och närvaron af turkiska 
trupper I Egypten skulle strida mot författningen och vara 
olaglig.’ 
 
93: ‘Turkiet. Till “Times” skrifves den 30 oktober från Mostar 
/…/ Österrike-Ungerns regering har hos den turkiska framställt 
klagomål med anledning af de förnärmelser af gränsen mellan de 
båda länderna, hvilka ofta förekomma från de turkiska truppernas 
sida.’ 
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95: ‘Gornii studen d.10 Turkarne ha afbrutit sin brobyggnad vid 
Silistris. Turkarne angrepo den 8 dennes de rumeniska 
tranchéerna vid Plewna, men slogos tillbaka’  
 
 
97: ‘Från krigsteatern. /…/ Jag red under marchen vid Fazly 
pascha sida, under lifligt samspråk angående turkiska 
arméförhållandena och krigföringen. Fazly är 39 år gammal; hans 
gestalt är kraftigt bygd, hans hufvud och anletsdrag helt och hållet 
orientaliska. I hans ansigte laser man mildhet, parad med allvar 
och energi.’ 
 
98: ‘Det hade också varit på kvällen för två år sedan vid Peragatan 
i Konstantinopel, som han varit i hennes salong. /…/ Medan han 
talade om Indien och hans tankar voro i Turkiet.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 


